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Abstract
In this paper we present the convergence analysis of iterative schemes
for solving linear systems resulting from diacretizing multidimensional
linear second order elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) defined
in a hyper-parallelepiped n and subject to Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions on some faces of n and Neumann on the others, using a new
class of line cubic spline collocation (LeSC) methods. These LeSe
methods approximate the differential operator along lines in each di-
mension independently and then combine the resulting equations into
one large non-symmetric linear system of equations which lacks many
of the properties found in Ritz-Galerkin type finite element methods.
Nevertheless, we derive analytic expressions for the spectral radius of
the corresponding Jacobi iteration matrix and from this we determine
the convergence ranges and compute the optimal parameters for the
Extrapolated Jacobi and SOR methods. Experimental results pre-
sented confirm the theoretical convergence results and indicate that
the latter hold for problems more general than Helmholtz problems.
1
1 Introduction
We consider the following second order linear elliptic partial differential
equation (PDE)
(la)
subject to Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary conditions
Bu = 9 on an:= bounda.ry of n (2a)
where Bu is u (or #t-). n :=: Ilf=,0(ai,bi] is a rectangular domain in Rk
(the space of k real variables) and Q'i( < 0). Pi, 1(;::: 0), f and 9 are functions
of k variables.
If Line Cubic Spline Collocation (LeSe) methods are used to solve
(13o),(2a.), then the differential operator is discretized along lines in each di-
rection independently and then the line discretization stencils are combined
into one large linear system. In Section 2 we briefly describe such discretiza,.-
tion procedures. We also present and discuss the resulting coefficient linear
system of collocation equa.tions.
In [5], we were able to formulate and analyze iterative schemes for solving
the LeSe linear systems in the case of Helmholtz problems, with Dirichlet
boundary conditions and constant coefficients, that is






Unfortunately the convergence analysis presented in [5], as it stands, can
not be applied in the case of the presence of Neumann boundary coadi·
tions on some of the faces of n. In Section 3 we present a. convergence
analysis of block Jacobi, Extrapolated Jacobi (EJ) and Successive Overre-
laxation (SOR) schemes for the iterative solution of the collocation equations
that arise from discretizing elliptic problems (lb) subject to Neumann (N)
boundary conditions on one or more (but not on all) faces of n and Dirich-
let (D) ones on the others. More specifically analytic expressions or sharp
2
(3)
bounds for the spectral radius of the corresponding block Jacobi Heration
matrix are derived and from these we determine the convergence ranges
and compute the optimal parameters for the Extrapolated Jacobi and SOR
methods.
Finally, in Section 4 we present the results of various numerical experi-
ments designed for the verification of the theoretical behavior of the iterative
LCSe solvers. The experiments show very good agreement with the theo-
retical predictions as regards the convergence of the iterative method used.
Although the theoretical results presented here hold for the model prob.
lem (lb), (2b), our experimental results indicate that the behavior of the
iterative LeSC solvers on the general problem (la), (2a) is similar.
2 The Line Cubic Spline Collocation Method
In this section we briefly describe the LCSe discretization method and
introduce some notation to be used later. We start by introducing one
extra point beyond each end of the intervals [ai,bil. Each of these enlarged
intervals is then discretized uniformly with step size hi by
.6.i == {rj = Gi +lhj ; £ = -1, ... ,Ni + 1 with h; = bi ;iai } .
A complete discretization of n is obtained by taking the tensor product of
these discretized lines, so the mesh .6. == nr=1 i&I.6.j provides an extended
uniform partition of n. A collocation approximation U6. of u in the space
53,1:.. of cubic splines in k dimensions is defined by requiring that it satisfies
the equation (1) at all the mesh points of 6. and the equation (2) on the
boundary mesh points.
In the line cubic spline collocation methods we consider in this paper
the collocation approxima.tion is made on each set £i of lines parallel to the
Xi axis. More specifically, this collocation approximation u~ E 53 ,0. on each
line in £i is represented as follows
N;+l
u~(x) = L U!(x;)B;(z;).
1=-1
where B~(Xi) are the B·spline basis defined on .6.i, x = (Xl,X2, ... ,x,,) and
xi = (Xl. •.. ,Xi_It xi+It ••• ,x,,). Observe that (3) is the sum of one dimen-
sional splines in the Xi variable whose coefficients iji(xi ) are functions of the
other k - 1 variables. Furthermore, this approximation is redundant in that
there are k choices for representing uh(x), one for each coordinate direction.
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2.1 The Second Order Line Cubic Spline Collocation (LCSC)
Method
From the assumed representation (3) of u~ and the nature of the B·spline
basis functions we conclude easily (see also ({9] and [5]) that
2iii . 2D.;UAITI = lU'_I(n;) - 2U,(n,) + U)+I(n,J]/h" (4)
D..u~IT; = lUL(n;) - U!+l(n,)]/2h;, (5)
and
U~IT; = IUL(n;) +4U!(n;) + U!+1(n;)1!6, (6)
at the mesh (collocation) points T~ for e= 1,2, ... ,N; - 1 on each line of
[.i.
First, we observe that the collocation equations obtained from the bound·
ary conditions and the differential equa.tion at the end points of each line
can be explicitly determined as follows
Dirichlet (D) boundary conditions on Tb
, ( .i_hi! To)
Uo - 6 'l>;
(7)
Neumann (N) boundary conditions on Tb
, ,
U' = en + hJ(To)
o I 2 'l>;
Dirichlet (D) boundary conditions on T:V;
(8)
h'f(T; )Vi _ i Ni
Ni - 60:; I
. . 2h'f(T; )UI = _UI + I N;
NiH Nj-I 3ai (9)
Neumann (N) boundary conditions on T~;
4
(10)
where for simplicity we have assumed that all boundary conditions are ho.
mogeneous. The rest of the unknowns are determined by solving the so
called interim' collocation equations, that is, on those lines of ,ei not in
an,
The equations (11) away (2 s;: l. s;: Ni - 2) from the boundary can be written
as
k
I: :; rUt_len;) - 2U;(n;) + U!+\(n;)]
1=1 I
+ ~[Ui_l(ntl +4Ui(ntl + Ui+\(ndJ = fiT; (12)
For lines next to the boundary, the equations have similar form with ap-
propriately modified right sides (see [5J) while the full matrix form of these
equations is given in Section 3. This discretization has redundant coeffi.
dents, there are IT;(Nj + 1) coefficients U; for each i, but 2 are known from
equations (10) at the boundaries so there are K. = ITj(Nj - 1) unknowns
in each collocation approximation uh(x). This redundancy is handled by
requiring that all these approximations agree on the mesh points, that is
uh = u~ = ... = u~ on the mesh .Q. (13)
It has been shown ([7], [9], [5J) that the above described method leads to a
second order collocation approximation of u.
2.2 The Fourth Order Line Cubic Spline Collocation (LCSC)
Method
To derive the fourth order LCSC method we use high order approxima-
tions of the derivatives Dt u , j = 1,2. These approximations are defined as
appropriate linear combinations of S and its derivatives at the mesh points
[7]. Specifically, we approximate the second derivatives in the PDE operator
by the difference scheme
5
D~,u~ IT: = (14)
(UL,(D;) +SUL,(D;) - 18U!(D;) + 8ul+! (0;) + U!+!(D;)) j(12hi).
The collocation equations corresponding to the mesh points on a line £i
away (2 :S l :S Ni - 2) from the boundary are written at the point 11 as
k
{; 1;~1 [UL,(D;) +8Ui_I(D;) - 18UI(D;) + 8U!+!(D;) + u)+,(D;)]
+ tlU!-,(D;) +4U!(D;)+ U!+!(D,J] = fiT; (15)
For lines close to the boundary we have similar forms with appropriately
modified right sides (see [5]). This discretiza.tion has redundant coefficiems
just as the second order LeSe method. The same conditions (13) are used
to reduce the number of coefficients to the number of equations. The nature
of this discretization is changed from the previous in that the stencils have
5, rather than 3, points along each coordina.te direction.
3 Iterative Solution of the Interior Line Cubic
Spline Collocation Equations
The LeSe equations can be written in the form
k
,,; I
L...A;U (D) = F •
;=1
where the coefficient matrices are defined byl
(16)
(18)
A; '" (n Gill) Gil £; Gil ( IT Gill) , i = 1.....k, (17)
J=1 J=':-,+2
with
c a'1i i..-rl l!' aj. k
"1 = hf 1 + '614 and C.i;:: hf'Hi I I::::: 2, ... , .
lFor the teneor product properties which are to be IlBed in the sequel the reader is
referred to [6] and [Il].
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The matrix Hi depends both on the discretization scheme applied and the
nature (Dirichlet (D) or Neumann (N)) of the boundary conditions on
the left and right end-points of the line direction with which the matrix
Hi, i = 1, ... , k, is associated, while I denotes a unit matrix of appropriate
order. Specifically, Hi. = T~,13 for the second order discretization and Hi. =













(-2, -2) in case of (D) conditions on both ends
( -I, -2) in case of (N) conditions on the left and
(D) ones on the right end
(<>,il) = (-2, -1) ;n case of (D) conditions on the left and (20)
(N) ones on the right end
(-1,-1) in case of (N) conditions on both ends
NOTE: Since in the analysis which will follow, the existence of All is a
necessary requirement, we assume, without los8 of generality, that on at least
one of the faces of fI: perpendicular to the x19direction (D) boundary con-
ditions have been imposed so that the invertibility of At will be guaranteed
even jf "y = O.
In both cases the system (16) is under-determined with JC = nj=I(Nj -1)
equations and kK.. unknowns. For ita completion we consider the (k - 1)K..
interpolation equations (13). If we order them according to the ordering of
unknowns U 1(n) we obtain the equations
- B,U'(n) +D;U;(n) = F; , i = 2, ... , k (21)
where
B; = OX 0I) 07;', D; = (~0I) 0T,0 C~L0I), i = 2, ... ,k
(22)
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where Ti is given as in (19) above. Most of the components of F i are
zero, except those that include the effect of the elimination of the boundary
conditions. The collection of all equations (lG} and (21) produces the order














for the unknown U i .
As it becomes obvious, due to the Neumann conditions on some of the
faces of n the various matrices, which have been obtained after the dis-
cretization and which appear in (18) and (22), are not linear or quadratic
functions of the matrix T_2,_2 as this was the case where only Dirichlet
boundary conditions were imposed on an. Besides, in the case of the fourth
order discretization scheme the product TtoT~,13 is not a symmetric matrix
in the case where (0,.0) ':f:. (-2,-2). So, the analysis presented in Section 3
of [5] does not always apply. In order to give a unified analysis we should
base it on a different background material which is developed in the sequel
in the form of five Lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 If A E em,R and B E en,m then AB and BA have the same,
different from zero, eigenvalues. If m = n then AB and BA have precisely
the same eigenvalues.
Proof. See [13) (Thm 1.12, pI6). 0
Lemma 3.2 If A is Hennitian positilJe (nonnegatilJe) definite there exists
a unique HernJitian positilJe (nonnegative) definite matN, denoted by A1{2,
,uch !hat (A'/')' ~ A.
Proof. See [13) (Tbm 2.7, p22). 0
Lemma 3.3 If A and B are Hennitian positive definite matriCe8 of the
same order then i) AB (and BAJ POSSe8Se8 a complete set of linearly in-
dependent eigenvectors and iiJ Let X E en,n and u(X) c n, where u(,)
8
denotes the spectrum of a matrix. Let also AX J AX.m and AX,M denote
any, the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of X respectively. Then for the
eigenvalues of the matrix AB in (i) there hold:
Proof. Let A1/2 and B 1/ 2 be the unique square roots of A and B de.
fined in Lemma 3.2. The matrices AB and A1/2 B A1/2 = (BI/2A1/2)H
(BI/2 A1/2) are similar. with ( .)H denoting the complex conjugate transpose
of a given matrix. ObViously, the matrix (BI/2A1/2)H (B 1/2A 1/2) is Hermi-
tian and positive definite. From the similarity property and the fact that
A1/ 2 BA1/ 2 is Hermitian the validity of the assertion in (i) follows. Now,
it is easily seen that "AB S "AB,M = p(AB) SII AB II,SII A 11,11 B II, =
p(A)p(B) = AA,MAB.M hold, proving the two rightmost inequalities in (24).
On the other hand, since det(AB) = det(A)det(B) > 0, (AB)-l exists and
X~. E a«AB)-I) implies 0 < X~. S XA~,_ = p((AB)-l) SII B-1 A-I lis
It B-1 Ihll A-I 112 = .\~.m . X:.m proving that the three leftmost inequalities
in (24) hold, 0
NOTE: The assertions of Lemma 3.3 hold even if one of A or B is nonneg-
ative definite. The only difference is that the two leftmost inequalities in
(24) become equalities, that is 0 = AA,mA.B.m = AAB.m. Indeed, the proof
for the assertion in (i) is the same if B is singular, while if A is singular one
uses the similarity of the ma.trices AB and BI/2 ABI/2. The proof for the
rightmost inequalities in (24) is exactly the same as before. For the leftmost
ones we simply observe that det(AB) =det(A)det(B) =O.










where (a,il) = (-2,-2), (-2,-1), (-1,-2), (-1,-1). Its eigenvalves A ,= AT•.,
are given for!. ::; 0, ... ,n - 1 by the expressions
. (£ + 1)~)i) 11 (a,il) = (-2,-2) then AT•., = -4'in' 2(.+ 1) ,
.. . (2£ + 1)~)
n) 11 (a,{J) = (-2,-1) or (-1,-2) then AT•., = -4'10' 2(2n+ 1) ,
(26)
iii) If (0,.0)::; (-1,-1) then ATa,,ll::; -4sin2 (;:).
Proof. Although in a.t least the cases (26i) and (26iii) the above expres-
sions are well-known in the literature we give in the sequel a unified way of
obtaining them all simultaneously. First, we note that it can be proved that
all matrices, with the exception ofT_ 1._ 1 which is non-positive definite, are
negative definite. It is p(Ta,.o) ~II Tet ,{3 nco= 4 and since it can be checked
that -4 ¢ a(Ta.,o) it is concluded that a(Ta,,O) C (-4,01. To determine all
the different from zero eigenvalues ..\ of To,f3 let x ::; [Xl. ... ,znf denote the
associated eigenvectors. From Ta,.ox ::; AX, one obtains
O:Xl + XOI = >'Xil
Xi_I-2xi+XiH = >'Xi1 i=2, ... ,R-I,
Xn_l + {1xn = >'Xn.
The set of the above equations can be written as
Xi_l-(2+>')Xi+XiH=0, i= l, ... ,n,
provided one sets
i) "0 = (2 +<tlxl. ii) ".+1(2 +{J)"."
The characteristic equation of (27) is




and since we are looking for>. f:. 0, -4 the two zeros of the quadratic in (29)
will be such that Tl f:. TO! and will satisfy
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i) TI+r2=2+..\.. ii) Tlr2=1.
Consequently the solution to (27) will be given by
(30)
(31)
If we arbitrarily put XI = I and use the restriction on Xo from (28i), the
coefficients CI and C2 can be determined. Next, using the restrictions on
Xn,+I from (28ii) and (30ii) one arrives at
,. [(2 + a)r, - 1][(2 + ~)rl - I)
r -
1 - h (2+a)][r,-{2+~)]
So, we distinguish three cases:
(32)
i) (a.JJ):;: (-2, -2): Then TI =cosnt;l + isin n,l.;., r2 =cos n7.1 - isin nl';l
and from (30ii) one obtains the n distinct expressions for >'(# 0, -4)
given in (26i).
ii) (a.p) = (-2.-1), (-1.-2): This time rl = cos ('~~+~t) + isin (~~.:t),
T2 = cos (~~+:t) - lsin (~~~1"') and again from (30ii) we have the
n distinct values for >.(jC 0, -4) in (26ii).
iii) (a, /3) = (-1, -1): Working in the same way we obtain the n _ 1 dis-
tinct expressions>. = 4sin2 ~~, l = 1•... ,n -1 (..\ ;:j:. 0,-4). If we
incorporate the eigenvalue ..\ = °as well we have the expressions in
(26iii). 0
Lemma 3.5 Let the n x n matrices Ai , i = 1•... ,k, possess complete sets
of linearly independent eigenvectors y(i,;) , with cOrTesponding eigenvalues
>.~! (j = 1, ... ,k , i = l, ... ,k). Then the matrix A == Al ® A2 ® •.. ® All:
possesses the nk linearly independent eigenvectors y(,[) == y(l,;d ® y(2,hl ®
~ (.J,) h . - (. . ) d' 1 . 1 k 'th
••• '6! Y • w ere 1 = 11, ... ,lie an li = ,... ,n, I = ,... " WI
cOrTeSpOnding eigenv~lues ..\(D = ..\~:l..\~:) ... A~:).
Proof. First, using tensor product properties we can easily verify that
Ayc,o = ..\<,i)y(D In order to prove the linear independence of the y(:i)'s we
construct the n lc x nk matrix Y whose columns are the nk eigenvectors of A
in the following order
11
y = [y(l,l) ®y(2,l) 0 ",0 y(.,l),
y(l,I) ® y(2,l) 0 ... 0 y(Ic,2) I
..• ,y(I,I) ® y(2,l) ® ... 0 y(k,n),
y(l,2) 0 y(2,.) 0 " , 0 y(.,l),
y(l,2j ® y(2,l) ® ... ® y(k,2),
..• ,y(l,2) is) y(2,2) ® ... ® y(lc,n),
." ,y(l,n) 0 y(2,n) 0 , .. 0 y(.,n)j
where
From the assumed linear independence of y{i,ij, j ;:; 1, ... , n, for each i ;:;
1, ... ,k, we conclude that Yi- 1, i ;:; 1,_ .. , k, and y-l ;:; y 1- 1 0 Y2- 1 ® ... ®
yk- 1 exist. This implies the linear independence of the n lc eigenvectors and
concludes the proof of the lemma. 0
Having developed the background ma.terial required we are able to go on
with the analysis of the block Jacobi (J),
[(V(·H) = (L +M)V(') +F , s = 0, 1,2, ... ,
th.e block Extrapolated Jacobi (EJ),
KU(~+l);:; (l-w)J(U<") +w(L + M)U(6) +wF, oS;:; 0,1,2, .. "
a.nd the block Successive Overrelaxation (SOR)
[(U(I+I) ;:; (1 - W)[(U<8) +wLU(,,+1) + WMU(III) + wF ,s;:; 0, 1,2, ... ,
methods associated with the linear system (23), where
K == diag(At.D2,D3, •.. ,Dk),
and -L and -M are the strictly lower and the strictly upper triangular
parts of the matrix coefficient in (23).
The block Jacobi itera.tion matrix J == jC-1(L+M);; {JiJ}, associa.ted
with the ma.trix coefficient in (23), ca.n be described as
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h,1 = 0, {{Ji,i}j=2H=2 = 0, {Hj := J1,j = _All Aj}j=2,
{Gi := Ji,l = Di l B;Jr=2.
Let H and G denote the matrices
(33)
H:=[H2,H3 , •.. ,H,j, G:= [G;,Gf, ... ,GfjT (34)
of dimensions K,. X (k - l)K and (k - l)K x K respectively. Consider then
the matrix J2 which, apparently, is a block diagonal matrix with diagonal
blocks HG and GH of orders K and (k - l)K respectively. By virtue of
Lemma 3.1 it is
However,
a(J2) \ (OJ =a(HG) \ {OJ =a(GH) \ {OJ. (35)
(36)
where for the second order LCSC, it will be
,
HG = L: H;G;
j=2
where each term in the above sum can be found by using (33), (17), (22)
and simple tensor product properties. Specifically, it is
H;G; = -I1;;;{(®l) 0 (1t;Dj') 0 (I1;;;Li+2 0 I) 0 (Ai"
'
Tn, j =2, ... ,k,
(37)
1 Q' . ( . )-'Sj:='HjDj ::: h~T~,p 61+T~,p ,j:::2, ... ,k,
)
SI := AI1Tl = [~iT~,p (61 + T~,p) -I + ~I]-I
while for the fourth order one we shall have
(38)
(39)





Due to the presence of the unit matrix factors in the tensor product form
(37) all HjGj's will possess a linea.rly independent set of K, common eigen-
vectors if and only if each HjDj 1 , j == 2, ... , k and AlIT! possess complete
sets of linearly ind~pendent eigenvectors. For the matrices in (39) this is
obvious beca.use T~.{31 j == 2•... ,k, is real symmetric negative (or non-
positive) definite, T~,{3 is real symmetric negative definite and in addition
O"(T~.I3) C (-4,0]' j == 1, ... ,k, (see Lemma 3.4), Qj < 0, j == 1, ... ,k, and
"I ~ O. As one can readily see, each of the matrices 5j in (40) is the product
of the two real symmetric positive definite matrices 112(121 +T: 2._2) and
rrT~.13(61+ To ,I3)-l. (The second matrix factor may be nonnegative defi-
,
nite.) Therefore Lemma 3.2 (or its Note) applies. For the matrix AlIT] in
(41) one simply observes that the first matrix term in the brackets is similar
to 112(121 + T~2,_2)~ T~,13(6[ + T~.I3)-l which, in turn, is of exactly the
same form as the matrices 5j in (40), except that the second matrix factor
considered previously is now always positive definite. Consequently, in all
possible cases, we are dealing with, all terms Hj Gj in (37) possess a linearly
independent set of K. common eigenvectors. By virtue of this result and in
view of Lemma 3.5, it is implied from (37) that
k
AHG == ->"51 L As, I
j=2
where AX is used to denote any eigenvalue of the ma.trix X. However,
from the previous discussion there follows that AS, ;::: 0, j == 2, ... ,k, while
AS1 > O. Therefore >"HG .::; O. So, from (35) it is implied that J2 possesses
non-positive eigenvalues and hence the block Jacobi matrix J has a purely
imaginary spectrum. From the analysis so far it becomes clear that the
eigenvalues of J2 and therefore those of J can be given analytically in the
following cases:
a) In all the cases of the s.econd order LCSC we are dealing with when
Dirichlet and/or Neuma.nn boundary conditions are imposed on the
faces of an.
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{3} In the fourth order one when only Dirichlet boundary conditions are
imposed on an.
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that each matrix Sj, j =
1, ... ,k. in (38)-(41) is a simple real rational well-defined m~trix function of
the matrix T~,iJ' j = 1, ... ,k, in case (0) and of the matrix T';,.13' j =2, ... ,k,
and T~2,_2 in case CO) respectively.
Having in mind the various conclusions we have arrived at in the analysis
so far. one can state the following Theorem in which the analytic expressions
for the eigenvalues of the block Jacobi matrix J in (33) are given.
Theorem 3.1 The eigenvalues p. of the block Jacobi iteration matrix
[(-I(L + M) defined in (33) are p. = 0 of multiplicity (k _ 2)K and pure
imaginary given for the second order collocation scheme by
{
"" a j ( )J _'}'/'= ±i ~j=2 ~AO",iJ 6 + ~.13)
I' ~A' (6 +A' )-1 + I (43)
hi ~,IJ ~,.13 6
while for the fourth order scheme, where (2a) ia assumed to be subjected to
Dirichlet boundary conditions only, by
{
"" I (12 ,j )"L)J (6 d)-I }-,/'
_ . LJj=2 12 + 1'1-2.-2 h'f -2,-2 + 1'1-2,-2
J.l-±f l( ,),1 ~ 1 ( ).,1 -1 Ii2 12 + -2.-2) ~A_2._2 6 + -2.-2) + 6 (44)
In (43) and (U) A~,., j = 1, .. "k, with (",13) = (-2,-2), (-2,-1), (-I,-2),
(~1,-1), are the n = Nj -1 eigenvalues of the matrix Tj~, j = 1, ... ,k, as
a,"these are given in Lemma 3..l. 0
NOTE: It should be pointed out that analytic expressions for the eigen-
values of J can not be derived, in terms of the matrices T~,.13 involved. in
the case of the fourth order LeSe where on at least one face of an (N)
boundary conditions are imposed. This is due to the non-commutativity
of the matrices ~2.-2 and T~,.o for (0,13) #- (-2,-2). However, one can
trivially give an~ytic expr~sions in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrices
(121 +T4._2) T,;,iJ (6I+T';,iJ)-1,i = l, ... ,k, and also. by virtue of Lemma
3.3, lower and upper bounds for the eigenvalues of Hj Gj, j = 1•... ,k. in
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terms of the extreme eigenvalues ofT~2._2' and T~ ..o' j = 1, ... ,k, of Lemma.
3.4.
To derive the spectral radii of the Jacobi matrices of Theorem 3.1 and
also upper bounds in the case of the previous Note, we introduce some
notations first. Let, then. )..~..o denote the eigenvalues of the matrices T~..o.
j = 1, ... ,k, as in Theorem 3.1. Let also
Cj := cj(a,tJ) := min )..~.tJ' j = 1, ... ,k,
Sj:= s;(a,[1):= ma.x)..~,tJ, j = 1, .. . ,k,
denote the smallest and the largest eigenvalues >';,(3' j =
tively. Finally, let us define the quantities
.,__(,j )._ aj ,j (6 ,j )-1
y] .- y] "'0.(3 .- h~ "'0,(3 + "'0,(3 ,
J
. . 1 -





in terms of the eigenvalues ).~.(3 of the matrices T~.tJ, j = 1, ... ,k. (It is
obvious that we have omitted the index j from the pair of subscripts (a,[1)
to simplify the notation.). Then we have:
Theorem 3.2 (i) The spectral radii of the block Jacobi matrices correspond~
ing to the second and the fourth order collocation schemes considered in





'(J) = EJ=, 'j (Cj(-2,-2),cj(a,13ll (49)
P -" ('I( 2, 2)"I(a,13) + ~ .
(ii) Moreover the expression (49) is also a strict upper bound for the square
of the spectral radius of the Jacobi matrie in the case of the fourth order
scheme corresponding to an elliptic problem (16) where on at least one of
the faces of an (N) boundary conditions are imposed.
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Proof: We notice that in (43) and (44) OJ < 01 A~,iJ E lej,si]' j =
I, ... ,k, and 'Y ;::: O. Hence the expressions Yi := Yj(A~,IJ) := Yj(>.) in
(46) are nonnegative and independent of each other. So are the expressions
Zj := Zj(>.~2,_2'A~2,_2) := z(A, A) in (47). Therefore, for the extreme values
of YiP)."\ E [ei,Sj], j = 1, ... ,k, which will lead from (43) to the determi-
nation of the spectral radius of the block Jacobi matrix of the second order
collocation scheme we have
aYj 6 OJ
0>' = (6 + >')' hj < O.
Consequently,
(50)
For the corresponding quantity of the fourth order scheme of Theorem 3.1,
working in a similar way we obtain
12(6~ >'1' ~i [(6 +W + 36J < 0,
which implies that
(51)
minz; = z; (s;( -2,2),s;( -2, -2)).
[t is obvious now that from (43) . (47) and (50), (51), the results (48) and
(49) follow, which conclude the proof for part (i) of the theorem. For pa.rt (ii)
we should bear in mind the analysis preceding the statement of Theorem 3.1
and referring to the matrices in (40) and (41), especia.lly for those indices
j = l, .•. ,k for which (0.{J):F (-2.-2), and also the Note immediately
following Theorem 3.1. As was noticed there, and in view of Lemma 3.3, its
Note and Lemma. 3.4, the lower and upper bounds for the eigenvalues of the
matrices in (40) and (41),depend directl:y on the e~treme eigenvalues of the
two matrices 112(121 + 7'.:2,_2) and ~T~,1J(61+T~,IJ)-I. These are readily
,
seen to be t',(12 +c;( -2, 2)) and ,',([2 +s;( -2, -2») for the minimum and
the maximum eigenvalues for the former matrix and Yj(Cj) and Yj(8i) for
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the latter one, where cit ';, and Yi are the expressions in (45) and (46).
From Lemma 3.3 and its Note using the exprE!5sions (47) the bound for the
spectral radius of the corresponding block Jacobi matrix is readily shown to
be the expression in the right hand side of (49).0
REMARK: The analysis so far has been made on the assumption that
the Xl-direction is somehow predetermined. However, since there are k
possible choices for the Xl-direction in a particular case, the choice should
be made in such a way as to give the smallest possible values in (48) and
(49). Consider then the quantities
(52)
(53)
taken over all = 1, ... ,k for which they are well-defined and also the
quantities
.(t Zj (cj(-2,2),cj(a.il)) )
ITlfn i;~ Zi (3j( 2, 2),3j(cr,,O» + i
in the same way. The indices i, in (52) and (53), for which the corresponding
minima take place should be interchanged with the index 1 and therefore
the Xi-direction should be taken as the Xl-direction. If in either case (52) or
(53), more than one index i gives the same minimum value then anyone wiU
do. It should be noted that after having chosen the XI-direction in the way
described the expressions in (48) and (49) give then the smallest possible
values for the spectral radius or for an upper bound of it, as was explained,
for the particular problem at hand.O
From this point on, the analysis is almost identical with that in (5] and
the interested reader is referred to it. For completeness, we may simply
mention some of the theoretical results obtained in (5], which are based on
the corresponding theory developed in [121. [131 and in [I]. [2]. [3]. [4]. [101.
(i) The block Extrapoiated Jacobi (EJ) method and the block SOR
method corresponding to the block Jacobi method of this paper converge for
values of their parameters varying in some open intervals wh08e left end is 0
and the right one is a function or p(J). However, the optimum SOR is aJways
superior to the optimum EJ and the corresponding optimal parameters for
the SOR method are given by
18
2
WOpj= 1+v'1+p2(J),p(.c"'OJI,)=1-woP /o (54)
(ii) For the efficiency of both the serial and the parallel iterative solution
of the linea.r system (23), a cyclic natural ordering of the unknowns UI ,
i = 2, ... ,k, is adopted according to which
{
N,-I }N'_'-I. . N;-l N.-lU'" ... {{... {UJ, ....J,_•.i••...J.} '._, ... } } ...
J,- ik=1 i1=1 .
Ji_l=l
(55)
the equations in (16) are reordered according to the ordering of U 1 and
each block of the auxiliary conditions (21) according to the ordering of the
unknowns U i . It is then proved that the new coefficient matrix A is obtained
by a permutation similarity transformation of the matrix coefficient A in (23)
having the same k X k block structure and, therefore, a similar block Jacobi
matrix .:J to the previous one J. Consequently, the convergence results are
identically the same so that all the formulas in connection with eigenvalues,
spectral radii, etc. of the Jacobi, the Extrapolated Jacobi and the SOR
method studied in this section remain unchanged.
(iii) The new structure of the collocation coefficient matrix A, for the
second and fourth order scheme in 2-dimension6, is given in Figure 1.
4 Numerical verification of convergence
In this section we present the results of some numerical experiments that
verify the convergence properties of the iterative solution methods of Sec-
tion 3. We should mention that although we present numerical data for
only the O(h2 ), 3·dimensional case, these are very representing for problems
with different dimensionality or O(h4 ) discretization schemes. For experi-
mental data on the convergence properties of the line cubic spline colloca-
tion method (LCSC) and the iterative solvers in the case of Dirichlet only
boundary conditions the reader is referred to [5] and [7]. The parallel imple-
mentation details and the performance of the iterative LeSe schemes, for
2·dimensional problems, on several SIMD and MIMD architectures can be
fouod in (8].
Specifically we have applied the LCSC discretization techniques with
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Figure 1: Structure of matrices from the second (a) and fourth (b) order
LCSC collocation methods for a 2 dimensional problem. We have Nl =
N'l = 6 with the notation D = diagonal non-zero element, z = off diagonal
non-zero element and. = zero element.
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problems
PDE 1: D;u + D~u + D~u = _j
PDE 2: 4D~u +2D;u + D;u - lOu = - J
PDE 3: D;u + .l+"';v+z D~u+ "'tzD~u + e"'+v+z u = J
All these problems are considered on the unit cube subject to one of the
following types of boundary conditions
BC 1: Dirichlet boundary conditions on all faces of n.
BC 2: Neumann boundary conditions on the faces y = 1 and z = 0 of n
and Dirichlet ones on the rest.
BC 3: Neumann boundary conditions on the face x = 1 of n and Dirichlet
on the rest.
The right hand side f is selected so that the true solution is
u(x,y,z)::: eJ:+Y+Z(x 2 _ x)(y2 _ y)(z2 _ z)
The linear systems from the LeSe discretization were solved by the iteration
of Section 3, the termination criterion of the iteration being that IIU(.iII+l) _
U<·)lloo is within the interval (0,10-1). All experiments were performed, in
double precision, on a SUN4-110 workstation.
In Figures 2 and 3 we present the theoretically estimated and the exper-
imentally computed values of the optimum SOR relaxation parameter Wopt
for the two elliptic operators in PDE 1 and PDE 2 respectively, subject to
the three different types of boundary conditions mentioned above.
In Figure 4 we present the experimentally computed values of the opti-
mum SOR relaxation parameter Wopt for the elliptic operator POE 3 subject
to the three different boundary conditions.
Table 1 presents the SOR iterations required to solve the discretized
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Figure 2: The graph of the Wopl vs. the number of grid points for the second
order LCSC method applied to PDE 1, with different types of boundary
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32
Figure 3: The gra.ph of the Wopt VB. the number of grid points for the second
order LeSe method applied to PDE 1, with different types of boundary
conditions on faces of au.
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Table 1: The required number of iterations of. the SOR method to solve the
second order LeSe equations for the elliptic problems considered in Figure
2.
NGRID BC 1 BC 2 BC 3
8 42 55 85
16 63 98 172
24 73 125 255
32 105 169 320
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